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Experience

Political Correspondent

Breaking News Writer

Senior Politics Writer

2018-2023

2017 - 2018

2014 - 2017

Business Insider | New York City

Newsweek l New York City

Elite Daily l New York City

About

University of Glasgow | 2013

St. Mary’s College of Maryland | 2010

Master of Science 
International Relations

Bachelor of Arts 
History

Writing and Editing
Reporting
Interviewing
Social Media
Digital Media
SEO
Public Speaking
Team Leadership
Mentoring
Analysis and Research
Television and Radio
Video Production 
News Judgment
International Experience

Professional Skills
Responsible for pitching, writing, and editing stories
Wrote breaking stories, features, and news analysis
Reported on a wide array of political topics: immigration,
elections, foreign policy/national security, gun violence,
extremism, democracy
Spearheaded the site’s reporting on numerous geopolitical
issues, including award-winning coverage on Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine
Reported from the Poland-Ukraine border just weeks after
Russia invaded 
Reported from the campaign trail in 2020
Frequently appeared on top TV and radio programs to
discuss reporting

Covered breaking developments on US politics and national security
Responsible for earning at least one million unique pageviews per month
Routinely discussed reporting on TV and radio programs

Responsible for leading and building the site’s politics section
Wrote multiple stories per day
Collaborated with the video team on numerous projects
Produced a mini-documentary on the Flint water crisis
Reported from the campaign trail in 2016
Reported on the Syrian refugee crisis from Jordan

I’m a political journalist with 10 years of experience and expertise in US politics,
history, and foreign affairs. I've covered topics ranging from wars to US elections,
reporting everywhere from Trump rallies to the Poland-Ukraine border. I've
interviewed prominent politicians in Washington, world leaders, diplomats, ex-spies,
and leading experts across numerous fields. I'm a versatile journalist capable of
tackling breaking news but also more in-depth pieces of news analysis and features.
My reporting has been cited by the White House, in Congress, and by numerous top
media outlets. I’ve appeared on major television networks to discuss my reporting,
including MSNBC, Fox Business, Fox News, Al Jazeera, Cheddar, and Deutsche Welle,
among others.

2023-present
GZERO Media | New York City
Senior Writer

Responsible for pitching, writing, and editing stories
for the GZERO site and daily/weekly newsletters
Provide editorial guidance and expertise on US
politics and geopolitics
Offer reporting on a wide range of timely topics and
issues
Participate in and help lead daily content meetings
Collaborate closely with colleagues across various
teams and freelancers


